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complexity and sustainability - uberty - complexity and sustainability is a pillar of scholarship. wells has
shown how ... transdisciplinary discourse, philosophy, and ethics, and shows how this complexity framework is
a valuable lens for ... 10 the planet in 2050 the lund discourse of the future edited by jill jäger and sarah
cornell ecology and power - riseup - 10 the planet in 2050 the lund discourse of the future edited by jill
jäger and sarah cornell 11 bioeconomics ... 18 ecology and power struggles over land and material resources
in the past, present, and future edited by alf hornborg, brett clark, and kenneth hermele. ida kubiszewski portland state university - fabricius, margaret gooch, ida kubiszewski, george lukacs, petina pert, and eric
wolanski. 2011 (in press). a scenario analysis of climate change and ecosystem services for ... contributor (1 of
50) to: j. jäger and s. cornell (eds). the planet in 2050: the lund discourse of the future. routledge, london. 10
energy and climate change - freefutures - peter d. lund, joan martinez-alier, and fuqiang yang abstract
this chapter summarizes a series of discussions at the 23rd ernst strüngmann forum, which aimed at
understanding how differences in framing environmental problems ... planet” (schmidt 2017). climate change,
as a result of human activity, is now ... short title futures attendance n/a official code care08002 ... official code care08002 nfq level 08 ects credits 05 module description this module seeks to introduce students
to the emerging discipline of futures studies and to adopt, critically, futures perspectives and methodologies
into the interrogation of social policy and welfare issues. learning outcomes 1 beyond reductionism researchgate - beings appear to have become a driving force in the evolution of the planet. it is a diverse
collection of empirical, methodological and theoretical chapters concerned with the prac- social innovations
in creative communities for sustainable ... - social innovations in creative communities for sustainable
consumption: is it promising? i abstract in the current discourse on sustainable consumption, there have been
major interventions by the businesses and governments, focusing on changing consumer behavior through
greening products and services. author's personal copy - air-climat - author's personal copy the future
tourism mobility of the world population: emission ... implying global emission reductions in the order of 50%
to80% by 2050, compared to 2000. based on three backcasting scenarios, and using techniques integrating ...
assumptions. indeed, the integration of narrative discourse ( narrative-based or qualitative ... four
sustainability goals in a swedish low-growth/degrowth ... - four sustainability goals in a swedish lowgrowth/degrowth context ... lund university, 221 00 lund, sweden; alf.hornborg@hek * correspondence:
eef@kth; tel.: ... planning in sweden to be achieved by 2050 in a context of limited or even negative economic
growth. earth system governance - wins — home - biermann, earth system governance: world politics in
the anthropocene, mit press 2014 . 4 ... (2012 planet under pressure declaration, see brito and stafford-smith,
2012) ... 200-250 million climate refugees by 2050 according to myers the water crisis in gaborone - lund
university publications - lund university sölvegatan 12 s-223 62 lund ... estimated 9.3 billion by 2050, it is
probable that this problem will only worsen (lee 2011). the decline in water quality and quantity, also referred
to as the global water crises, was in ... no stranger to the discourse surrounding a sustainable water future
(figure 1). water introduction - link.springer - the parliament has decided that by 2050 the danish energy
system will 1 introduction e. moe, ... 2 renewable energy transformation or fossil fuel backlash be fossil free
(lund et al., 2013). and in norway, former prime minister jens stoltenberg in his 2007 new year’s speech
somewhat pompously ... facing a race for the planet’s remaining ...
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